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Who can you trust
to carry out your
last wishes?
By David Knott, Director of Private Client Trust

As the end of 2015 draws nearer it is a good time to take stock
of the year that has passed and assess any changes to your life
that may have taken place. Perhaps the year saw a marriage
occur, or on a sadder note, a divorce being finalised, or maybe
you welcomed a new baby into your family. Whatever it is, any
changes to your personal circumstances warrant a look at your
Will to ensure it is up to date.

The easy part of preparing a Will is deciding
who should receive what and when. The difficult part
is determining who you can trust to carry out your
directions and who will act strictly in the best
interests of your heirs?
Just as you would research what is available in the market before
buying an item, so too should you investigate who operates in a
fiduciary capacity as an executor and how the market perceives
that individual.
Some people may neglect to nominate an executor. In this case
the Master of the court will convene a meeting for the election of a
suitable executor. This delays the administration of the estate and
you will have no certainty as to who will be appointed and what their
competence might be. Others may nominate a spouse, a child or a
close friend to be their executor. Whoever it may be, the nominated
executor must be skilled in the law, duties and obligations pertaining
to their role, and be acceptable to the Master - otherwise the Master
will not issue Letters of Executorship to that person.
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This causes unnecessary delays in the administration as the
nominated executor, who may also be under some emotional
distress, now needs to seek an agent. Often the wrong choice is
made in haste and ultimately the testator has no control over who
will become responsible for looking after their heirs.

Taking this into consideration, one
should nominate a suitable executor in your
Will to avoid this delay and uncertainty.
Many attorneys, accountants and trust companies offer this service
with varying degrees of competency. One needs to find a firm with
a dedicated Wills and Estates Division to ensure that your estate
is properly dealt with. The strength of most trust companies is the
administration of estates.
It is always a great benefit to know the staff behind the service and
this is probably where a trust company has the advantage. Select a
trust company that has a wealth management division where one
can develop a relationship over a period of time, rather than a onceoff meeting. This is particularly important where a trust might be
created as trustees would need to be appointed.
The choice of a good trustee is often more important than that of an
executor as the executor’s role is limited to a short period whereas
the duties of a trustee can spread over many years and entails
complex investment decisions managing substantial assets.
Difficult decisions may require intense thought, some homework and
discussion but will ensure that your directions are carried out to the
best interests of your loved ones during a very sad and stressful time.

The Directors Desk
All I want for Christmas…

My granddaughter will celebrate her first Christmas this year
and while preparing for this I thought that I would take the
opportunity to send Santa a list of my top Christmas wishes.
I will settle for 5 presents and I doubt there is anyone who
would not want to swap their presents for mine!

•

A re-acceleration of GLOBAL GROWTH. The pre-crisis 		
imbalances in the banking, property and labour markets
have been sorted out. New technology will be the future
product drivers and will build business confidence and
unleash private entrepreneurial spirit, the best driver of
global growth.

•

A resumption of CHINESE GROWTH. The cycle will turn
once again in favour of commodities as China moves 		
forward on a more moderate economic growth path.

•

POLICY NORMALISATION in the developed markets. Please
just get on with raising US interest rates – the anticipation
is far worse than the reality. Following the interest rate
tightening in developed markets, it will become evident
that emerging markets offer the best growth rates and,
with renewed risk appetite, money will flow to emerging
markets.

•

Another COMMODITY WINDFALL. The SA economy 		
has been associated with commodities since the 		
Witwatersrand Gold rush in 1886. The Karoo shale gas find
has the potential to be the next big windfall. If commercial
deposits are confirmed, the availability of locally sourced
energy will be a game changer, as it was for the USA. Lower
oil imports will significantly improve our current account
deficit and bodes well for the cost of credit and the rand.

•

A new POLITICAL PARADIGM. Perhaps our politicians will
realise that policies aimed at political gain and
redistribution will only lead to further stagnation as well as
institutional and infrastructural decay. I believe that
there are politicians who would insist on higher public
sector performance and would favour growth as the
primary objective. These policies would restore business
confidence and risk appetite which in turn leads to higher
employment and higher taxes.

To quote Cees Bruggemans, consulting economist for Avior
Research: “Nothing is forever. All is in flux, globally and locally.
If systems don’t adapt to changes assaulting them, they risk
being overwhelmed.” Thus, it is a matter of time before things
change - despite the naysayers who extrapolate existing trends
indefinitely. Perhaps my gifts will not arrive in time for Christmas,
but hopefully before 2020.

Grant Alexander

PCH Seminars for 2015
a resounding success
Private Client Holdings once
again facilitated a number of
very successful seminars over
the course of this year. Our 2015
seminar series culminates with
our (now traditional) year-end
event with Investec and the
insightful Jeremy Gardiner.
Jeremy, who is a director of
Investec Asset Management, will
talk to guests about slow growth,
increased taxes, the rand decline
and the rating agency alert being
back on.

Seats are very limited for this
seminar so please contact
Michelle Hawson on +27 21 671
1220 if you would like to attend.
In September we held a seminar
at Conrad Pezula in Knysna, our
first seminar on the Garden
Route, and it was a great success.
Mark MacSymon, a runner up
in this year’s Financial Planner
of the Year Awards, presented a
highly informative talk focusing on
the various offshore investment
options available to investors.

Retirement annuities
season
A reminder that it is retirement annuity season in
February. Those who want to maximise their RA
contributions for income tax purposes are urged
to contact their PCH wealth managers as soon as
possible as you need to make your deposit before
the end of February in order for it to count.

HAVE YOU HEARD?
New Wealth Managers and Employee
Benefit Specialist

PCH is delighted to reinforce our presence
on the Garden Route with Jacques Brown
having joined the team as a Wealth
Manager. Jacques brings with him a wealth
of knowledge and experience from many
years as a wealth and investment manager.
We are also pleased to welcome Luke Hirst
to the team, who has also joined Private
Client Holdings as a Wealth Manager. Luke
brings with him great experience and
knowledge of financial planning and wealth
management as well as relationship building
in the financial sector. Welcome to PCH
Jacques and Luke!
Michelle Van Wyk, who has been with
PCH for over 3 years, has taken on an
additional role to her existing Employee
Benefit Specialist position. Michelle will now
be supporting the Wealth Management
team as an internal consultant.

Cape Vineyards Mountain Bike Series
Early October saw a group of keen mountain
bikers clad in PCH cycling kit take on the
Cape Vineyards Mountain Bike Series. This
unique opportunity, which is coordinated by
Bike Plus, is the only time of the year that
mountain bike enthusiasts can ride this route
through Constantia Uitzig, Buitenverwachting
and Klein Constantia. Participants
experienced lots of mud and fun!

Rotary Dragon Boat Racing
The PCH power house dragon boat paddlers
did us proud in this year’s annual Rotary
Cape of Good Hope Dragon Boat race, which
was held at Sandvlei this year. The heavens
opened up during the event, ensuring
that Team PCH was thoroughly drenched,
but they tackled the race with remarkable
enthusiasm and a great day was had by all!

Cheetah Trust charity evening with Pieter
Dirk Uys
The Cheetah Trust’s most recent fund raiser
saw Pieter Dirk Uys entertain guests at
the Theatre on the Bay in his wonderful
performance called Pieter Dirk Eish! It was
a highly successful event and thank you to
everyone that supported this worthy cause.

UCT Cycling Club wins award as Club of the Year
The UCT Cycling Club, which is sponsored by
PCH, won the UCT Club of the Year Award.
This is a fantastic achievement and we are
very proud. The club also made it through
to the final round for the Transformation
Cup for the UCT Sports Awards. Well done!

Congratulations on the promotion
Michelle!!

Who’s who in the Fiduciary Zoo
Unless you are familiar with fiduciary terms, many of the roles and responsibilities of the different people involved in the effective
carrying out of a Will can be confusing.

The Executor
The executor is the person responsible for the administration and
settlement of a deceased estate. They must take charge of all
assets of the deceased, preserve them and if necessary, or on the
instruction of the heirs, dispose of them in the best interest of the
estate.
The Trustee
A trustee takes over where the executor’s duties terminate if a trust
has been set up. Unlike an executor, the trustee is normally free to
deal with the investment, sale and re-investment of trust assets.
The Guardian
The guardian is appointed by the Master to look after a minor
child’s personal requirements - for example where to live, be
educated and other day to day life decisions.

The Curator
In the absence of a trustee and if the minor child possesses
property, the Master would appoint a curator who would be
responsible for the management of the child’s finances and other
similar duties to that of a trustee. A curator can also be appointed
to manage the affairs of a major person who cannot be located, is
mentally incapable of managing their own affairs or is a prodigal.
The Master
The Master or Masters Office is there to serve the public in respect
of deceased estates, liquidations, insolvent estates, registrations
of trusts, tutors and curators as well as administration of the
Guardians Fund.

PCH an FPI Approved Professional Practice

Who To Talk To
Our Private Client Holdings experts
are available to field your questions.
Don’t hesitate to contact us for
wealth management advice.

Did you know that PCH is an FPI Approved Professional
Practice. This designation from the Financial Planning
Institute of South Africa, the leading independent
professional body for financial planners in the country,
recognises financial planning practices that adhere to
the highest standards of professionalism and makes it
easier for consumers to identify “best of breed” financial
planning providers.

Portfolio Management
Grant Alexander
grant@privateclient.co.za
Wealth Management
Andrew Ratcliffe
andrew@privateclient.co.za

Plan for the day when you can no longer
make financial decisions

Financial Services
Jeremy Burman
jeremy@privateclient.co.za

Most elderly people recognise that there will come a day when they may not
be able to make rational decisions concerning their financial wellbeing and
investments.

Cash Management
Sian Murray
sian@privateclient.co.za

According to the experts from PCH’s PC Trust Division, people mistakenly believe
that the solution is to grant a power of attorney to a trusted child or financial
advisor who will be able to make financial decisions on their behalf when the
time comes that they are no longer able to.

Risk Services
Trevor Meehan
trevor@phoenixrisk.co.za

However, a power of attorney ceases to be valid the moment the grantor fails
to comprehend those decisions and any actions taken by the child or financial
advisor are voidable. The child or financial advisor, even if they act in good faith,
are also at risk of having to make good on any loss suffered as a result of any
actions taken after the grantor of the power of attorney is recognised to have
diminished mental capacity.

Fiduciary Services
Sarah Love
sarah@privateclient.co.za
Seminar enquiries
Michelle Hawson
michelle@privateclient.co.za

David Knott and Sarah Love of PC Trust advise that the best
option is to establish a family trust early, whilst the settlor is
still in full command of their mental faculties.
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Many have only ever regarded a family trust as a structure for the very wealthy to
reduce Estate Duty. However, a trust should be much more than merely seeking
to reduce a tax. The trust should have been created with several capable trustees
taking joint decisions as to the management of the settlor’s affairs and so over
time getting to understand the requirements of the settlor and his family as well
as the family dynamics. That way, if and when the settlor becomes frail and is no
longer able or willing to be involved with financial matters, the remaining trustees
are able to continue to manage and disburse funds from the trust without any
hindrance or interference. The trust would have a structured, established record.
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– Licence No. 613

A trust derives most benefit by being established early on in life when one is
still building an estate and is a very desirable structure to hold long term growth
assets. It is important though to seek quality advice and to ensure that the trust
deed is well drafted so as to cover any eventuality which may arise in the future.

Test your Sudoku skill!
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Wishing all our clients, friends and families a relaxing, happy and
blessed festive season. We are looking forward to reconnecting with you in 2016.
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